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Financial and budgetary matters 2012/2013 

 

Action requested: The Standing Committee is invited to note the contents of this report and : 
 i) approve the audited final 2012 financial statements (if available, otherwise the drafts 

annexed hereto); 
 ii)  note the healthy Reserve Fund balance as at the beginning of the new triennium; 
 iii)  approve 2013 Regional Initiative allocations (to endorsed and eligible Regional 

Initiatives); 
 iv)  approve any necessary adjustments to the COP11-approved Core and non-Core 

budget for 2013; 
 v)  request Contracting Party commitment to funding the COP11-approved combined 

budget – Core and non-Core – noting the scale of voluntary contributions required 
over the 2013-2015 period, including for COP12;  

 vi)  request continued Secretariat effort with respect to fundraising; 
 vii)  determine if and when the 2014 Small Grants Funds cycle for soliciting project 

proposals should be launched, and determine any other necessary actions relating to 
Resolution XI.2, para. 20. 

 
1.  Attached in Annex 1 is the final draft of 2012 financial statements. The 2012 audit will take 

place in late March, the results of which will be shared with the 46th meeting of the 
Standing Committee (SC46). 

 
2012 Results – Core  
 
2.  The following points are highlighted for the Standing Committee’s consideration: 
 

 The 2012 Core budget was significantly reworked at SC43 to reflect developments 
since the 10th meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP10) in 2008 when the 
budget was originally approved. Expenditures were rephased and reassessed to 
better reflect the current operating environment, with emphasis on building 
provisions for possible non-collection of contributions and strengthening the 
Reserve Fund. Income adjustments were made to reflect the exchange rate 
challenges, particularly reflecting better the likely CHF value of the USD Core 
contribution from the United States.  

 A Core budget net surplus for 2012 of CHF 344,000 is shown.  

 Income from the US (line 1)was finally CHF 80,000 higher than rebudgeted 

 Partnership Coordinator savings were realised (line Ma)– costs were offset by 
employer’s insurance covering employee illness. 

 Regional Initiatives (line C) – allocations were made as agreed at SC44 (utilising Core 
budget and CHF45,000 from 2009-2012 accumulated African voluntary 
contributions and CHF32,000 of other non-claimed Regional Initiative allocations 
during 2009-2012). 

http://www.ramsar.org/cda/en/ramsar-documents-standing-40th-meeting-of-the-22812/main/ramsar/1-31-41%5e22812_4000_0__
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 There was no need to increase the bad debt provision in 2012 (line Ja). 

 There were only modest exchange losses (line Jb). Rates have been generally stable 
and holdings are properly balanced. 

 Other expenditure savings have been realized, reflecting strong negotiations with 
suppliers. 

 There is one significant unbudgeted cost reflected in the Core budget results, within 
the cost for staff termination and repatriation provisions (line Je). At 31 December 
2012, a CHF 150,000 liability exists for the accrued but unused vacation of a number 
of staff. IUCN policies and procedures require vacation to be taken as generally 
earned, but in many cases this has not been possible. Swiss Law requires that any 
unused vacation be paid at the end of the employment contract. It cannot simply be 
withdrawn. In light of the likely crystallisation of a large portion of this liability in 
2013 and 2014, it is the Secretariat’s recommendation that such a liability, most of 
which accrued in 2012, be so recorded. Swiss accounting rules and auditors do not 
insist that such a liability be recognized. This will also reduce the risk of significant 
overspends against 2013/14 budgets. 

 
3. The overall surplus of CHF 344,000 is available to add to the Reserve Fund. This 

compares with the budgeted addition for 2012 of CHF 101,000. The movement in the 
Reserve Fund reflected in the draft accounts is as follows: 

 
  CHF’000 
 
Balance at 31 December 2011, audited accounts 468 
Surplus for 2012 344 
 
Balance at 31 December 2012. 812 

 
4. At 812,000, this is 16.8% of budgeted Core income. * This is a somewhat healthier 

financial position to start the new triennium than was anticipated.  
 

(*Note: This is above the new Reserve Fund limits set via Resolution XI.2, para. 21. 
COP11 decided that the Reserve Fund: 
a)  provides for unforeseen and unavoidable expenditures; 
b)  receives realized Core budget surpluses (or deficits); 
c)  should not be lower than 6% of the annual Core budget of the Convention 

and not greater than 15%; and 
d)  should be administered by the Secretary General with the approval of the 

Subgroup on Finance as established by the Standing Committee. 
 
5. This excess of CHF 86,000 could be earmarked for release in 2013.) 
 
2012 Results – Non-Core 
 
6. CHF 1,925,000 of cash voluntary contributions were received in 2012, of which CHF 

781,000 related to COP11. (Other COP11 income was received in 2011.) At 31 
Decembere 2012 the accounting for COP11 was virtually complete, with all voluntary 
contributions received and fundamentally all Secretariat administrative and sponsored 
delegate costs paid. The COP11 financing required significant management, and the 
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Secretariat and hosts did encounter some real challenges. Other income was received for 
Small Grants Fund, Swiss Grant for Africa, Wetlands for the Future and other projects. 
Over the year project incomes and expenditures were of a similar total magnitude. Net 
project balances (i.e., net amounts to be disbursed) at 31 December 2012 were just over 
CHF 2.6 million. 

 
2012 Balance Sheet 
 
7. We have strong cash balances with project funds and some Contracting Party 2013 

contributions paid in advance, and fairly high year-end external and IUCN creditor 
balances.  

 
2013 Core Budget 
 
8.  Attached in Annex II is the 2013-2015 Combined (Core and non-Core) budget for 2013-

2015 as approved by COP11, and the related Core budget detail. 
 
9.  The Secretary General in not proposing any changes to the 2013 Core budget approved by 

COP11. 2013 contributions have been invoiced as planned, according to the recently re-
issued UN Scale. All expenditures will be closely managed, and the Secretary General is 
not aware of any particular issue that will make this budget unworkable. Staff-related costs 
are the biggest budget item and no specific issues are anticipated. 

 
10.  In relation to budget line items Gv and Gvi, work is underway in relation to both the RSIS 

development project and the website project, and the limited Core funds allocated for 
these activities will be wisely spent. (Some complementary voluntary funding needs to be 
secured to assure the success of these projects – see para xxx below). 

 
11.  The Subgroup on Finance will make oral recommendations during SC46 regarding the 

allocation of Regional Initiatives Core funding (line D) to those 2013-2015 Regional 
Initiatives eligible and determined by the Standing Committee to fully meet the 
Operational Guidelines (see SC46-11 for the proposals being considered).  

 
12.  In relation to budget line I for the Standing Committee costs and line E iii for STRP 

meetings, the majority of the cost relates to bringing delegates to the meetings. The precise 
tightness of these budget lines will be evident shortly when the financial results of the first 
meetings of the triennium can be assessed. 

 
13.  Negotiations with IUCN regarding its 2013 services and charges have yet to be concluded. 

We did realize savings in 2012, due to increased occupancy of the Gland premises and 
their delayed rollout of new systems to Ramsar. We are still waiting to receive both the 
benefits and any related costs of new IUCN Information Technology systems and 
redesigned work processes. We had initially planned for the much-needed upgrade for 
Ramsar in 2012. The existing financial systems and processes are creaking. In 2013/4 we 
will need to agree training, licences, support, migration of fundamental data, etc., which 
will have a cost.  

 
14.  The adequacy of line item Kii, relating to necessary increases in the provision for 

outstanding contributions from Parties and exchanges losses, depends on various 
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controllable and uncontrollable factors, including global economic factors, Contracting 
Party commitment, and Secretariat effort. (For more on outstanding contributions, please 
see SC46-13).  

 
15.  Given the anticipated opening Reserve Fund balance of CHF 812,000 (see para 3 above), 

SC46 may consider that budget line item Ki, for a CHF 75,000 addition to the Reserve 
Fund in 2013, will not be required. The Subgroup on Finance and SC46 should consider 
how they might like to redirect the opening surplus and this budget now or later. (In 
Resolution XI.2, para. 22, the Parties requested the Secretary General to endeavor to 
increase the Reserve Fund over the 2013-2015 triennium in accordance with this budget 
and to report annually to the Standing Committee on the status, and propose to its 
Subgroup on Finance for its concurrence prior to any uses of the Fund.)  

 
2013 Non-Core Budget and fundraising 
 
16.  The budget approved at COP11 anticipates voluntary contributions of CHF 11.4 million 

over the triennium to fund the priority activities in Annex III. CHF 3.4 million of this was 
planned for 2013. So far the Secretariat has received very little in terms of pledges via the 
Secretariat. For 2013, CHF 635,000 is for STRP implementation, CHF 1.4 million is for 
the various small grants programmes, CHF 390,000 is budgeted for additional Secretariat 
human resources, and CHF 100,000 for RSIS redevelopment.  

 
17. Securing voluntary funding for the activities approved by the Conference of the Parties 

must be a Contracting Party and Secretariat priority throughout the triennium. 
 
Small Grants Programmes 
 
18. The Secretariat oversees three grants programmes, of which two are regional programmes 

with single funders (the Swiss Grant for Africa and Wetlands for the Future, which is 
funded by USA). The Small Grants Fund has potentially limitless donors and provides 
wetland grants for any developing country and country with an economy in transition. The 
Small Grants Fund relies exclusively on a currently declining number of voluntary 
contributors.  

 
19. In Resolution XI.2, para. 20, COP11 reaffirmed its conviction that the Convention’s grants 

programmes, including the Small Grants Fund, are of great value in terms of the 
implementation of the Convention, and it invited Parties and others to make additional 
voluntary contributions to secure the efficient operation of these programmes. It requested 
the Standing Committee to review the operation of the programme during the triennium 
and requested the Secretariat to make the Small Grants Fund a priority in all fundraising 
efforts. 

 
20. This is a very similar message to the one given by COP10, and actions taken in this regard 

by the Secretariat and last Standing Committee can be found in DOC. SC42-23, with 
additional reference to decisions SC42-18 and SC43-19. In May 2011, via decision SC42-
18, the Standing Committee, recognized that the Small Grants Fund in its present form 
has become increasingly unviable in cost/benefit terms and 
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a)  requested the Secretariat to continue to seek alternative sources of financing for the 

Small Grants Fund and to report to the SC regularly;  
b)  encouraged the Parties and other potential donors to demonstrate their desire to 

keep the SGF operational by making significant voluntary contributions to the Fund; 
c)  instructed the Secretariat not to solicit or assess any SGF proposals for the 2012 

cycle and to focus instead on seeking further funds for approved 2010 and 2011 
portfolio projects; and 

d)  requested the Secretariat to explore additional alternative methods for providing on-
the-ground support for Parties, such as providing advice and information to Parties 
and others on opportunities for funding for wetlands from other organizations. 

 
21. In October 2011, in decision SC43-19, the Standing Committee restated the requests of 

this decision and instructed the Secretariat not to solicit or assess any SGF proposals for 
the 2013 cycle. 

 
22. It is true that global financial conditions have not generally been favourable, and we 

suspect that donor appetite for small projects continues to wane. In 2011 and 2012, 
providing funding for COP11 and related meetings seemed to get more, if not huge, 
attention from many Contracting Parties than did requests for SGF funding. No strong 
new, or alternative, sources of financing for the SGF have yet been secured. 

 
23. In late 2011 and in 2012, there was very encouraging support for the Small Grants 

Programme from the government of Norway, which provided CHF 250,000. This gave 
full funding for six projects, selected by Norway from the 2010 and 2011 SGF portfolios. 
This donor had hoped that its commitment would be a positive signal to others, but only 
very modest additional funding has since been secured. During 2011, 2012 and 2013 (to 
date) the Secretariat has marketed the 2010 and 2011 portfolios and the total number of 
projects from the 2010 and 2011 portfolios that have now been funded is 11. 

 
24. The portfolio of projects has had substantially more value over the last few years in 

soliciting funding interest than has the notion of requesting generic contributions to a 
“fund”, and it has become the primary entry point for donors. But it will become 
increasingly difficult to fundraise for the SGF unless there is a reasonably up-to-
date portfolio of projects to market, because the 2010 and 2011 portfolios are 
diminishing in marketing value. The 2014 SGF project cycle would normally be launched 
in January 2014 and produce a new portfolio in October 2014. The Secretariat would like 
to suggest that a revised phasing, starting in April 2013, would have a portfolio ready for 
marketing as of January 2014.  

 
Other 
 
25. Resolution XI.16, para 23, Efficient delivery of scientific and technical advice (see DOC. SC46-14). 

This long decision requires that the financial implications of any Standing Committee 
“Scientific and technical advice” review committee work be assessed, and that the Chairs 
of the Standing Committee, its Subgroup on Finance, the Management Working Group 
and the STRP plus the Vice-Chair of the Standing Committee should review the STRP line 
items in the budget to direct their use as necessary towards implementing this Resolution. 
It is not clear from the Resolution whether this is Core or non-Core. It is not envisaged 
that budget line E in the 2013 Core budget will have sufficient capacity for this. 
















